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THE OMEN OF THE EAGLES AND THE HO02 OF 
AGAMEMNON 

JOHN J. PERADOTTO 

I 

T HERE IS A KIND OF DRAMA which lays claim to some degree of univer- 

sality. It is, in a sense, the syllogism of literary art. An undistracted 

rigour governs its movement from premises to conclusions, from cause to 
effect. It can little afford the exuberance of comedy or the expansive 
digressions and unhurried pace of epic. A preoccupation with the chain 
of cause and effect, with responsibility, dominates this kind of tragic 
composition and forces it to strip away chance, the fortuitous, the coinci- 
dental, leaving only a perception of naked law.' 

The Oresteia is just such a dramatic syllogism, and the first premise of 
its poetic logic is the omen of the eagles feasting on the pregnant hare, 
together with two closely allied events-the anger of Artemis and the 
sacrifice of Iphigeneia-in the parodos of the Agamemnon (109-247). 
The whole trilogy is structured on this incident; images and verbal 
motifs from this scene recur again and again throughout the work. It sets 
the "problem"; the remainder of the trilogy develops a solution. Since 
this problem is a profoundly moral one, involving the concrete issue of 

Agamemnon's guilt as well as ultimate questions about the nature of the 

gods, man, and the world, a misunderstanding of the oblique, oracular 
terms in which this scene is written will seriously compromise even the 
most careful reading of the rest of the trilogy, and vitiate its poetic logic. 
Just how important this passage is can be assessed in some measure by 
the fact that in most cases a critic's interpretation of this portent turns 
out to be a capsule-version of his total view of Aeschylean moral and 
religious thought.2 And in recent years the most literal and, for that 
reason, misleading interpretations of this scene have been proposed by 

A portion of the present study was presented at the ninety-ninth annual meeting of 
the American Philological Association in Boston, Massachusetts, December 30, 1967. 

'Cf. A. C. Schlesinger, Boundaries of Dionysus (Cambridge, Mass. 1963) esp. 12-26. 
2A survey of significant scholarly viewpoints on this passage may be found in E. Fraen- 

kel, Aeschylus: Agamemnon (Oxford 1950) 2.96-99, to which the following must now be 
added: John Finley, Pindar and Aeschylus (Cambridge, Mass. 1955) 252 f. (to whose 
brief but profoundly thought-provoking reading of this passage I owe a great deal), and 
Four Stages of Greek Thought (Stanford 1966) 38; H. D. F. Kitto, Form and Meaning in 
Drama (London 1956) 2-5, 70-79; J. D. Denniston and Denys Page, Aeschylus: Agamem- 
non (Oxford 1957) xxiii-xxviii; C. J. Reeves, "The Parodos of the Agamemnon," Cf 55 
(1960) 165-171; William Whallon, "Why is Artemis Angry?" AJP 82 (1961) 78-88; 
H. Lloyd-Jones, "The Guilt of Agamemnon," CQ 12 (1962) 187-199. 
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PHOENIX 

critics whose attitude toward the intellectual merit of poetic drama is, to 
say the least, disconcerting. 

That poetry possesses a respectable logic of its own and merits our 
serious consideration as a means of exploring reality and discovering 
values is a truth which some Aeschylean critics seem hesitant to entertain 
without Platonic misgivings or even outright disdain. They create the 
impression that Aeschylus was singularly unenlightened, distinguished 
to be sure by a gift for graceful language, but often incoherent, confused, 
or at best conventional in his thinking.3 They imply that serious litera- 
ture may woo us by power and grace of language, but still requires the 
suspension or even suppression of those critical faculties whose meat is 
consistency, profundity, and discovery. So, for example, Page tells us 
that "Aeschylus is first and foremost a great poet and most powerful 
dramatist: the faculty of acute or profound thought is not among his 
gifts."4 Fraenkel, though he finds the anger of Artemis an unmotivated 
and embarrassingly arbitrary starting-point for the logic of cause and 
effect in the trilogy, still ends with the implication that such lapses of 
coherence are easily overlooked in the heat of impassioned utterance and 
may even be concealed by poetic legerdemain: "Aeschylus might be 
confident that the power of his song would keep the hearers firmly in its 
grip and leave no room for idle speculation or curiosity about details."5 

The attitude toward poetry and criticism underlying these statements 
is one which prevailed in the late nineteenth and well into the twentieth 
century, and still persists obstinately in classical studies long after the 
revolution in critical methodology that has occurred in other literary 
fields. Its major characteristic is the dissociation of intellect and emotion, 
and the association of poetry only with the latter. It is symptomatic that 
it was a classicist, A. E. Housman, who should make what was probably 
the last significant defence of this view of poetry in the Leslie Stephens 
Lecture for 1933,6 a decade after The Wasteland and a year after F. R. 
Leavis began his vigorous protest against the Victorian dissociation of 
emotion and intellect and the conventional exclusion of ideas from 

3See, for example, Lloyd-Jones' essay on tragedy in the collection of essays edited by 
him, The Greek World (Baltimore 1965), esp. 99; also his "Zeus in Aeschylus," 7HS 76 
(1956) 55-67. For a critique of this literalism, cf. H. D. F. Kitto, Poiesis: Structure and 
Thought (Berkeley and Los Angeles 1966) 1-115. 

4Page (above, note 2) xv; italics added. 
5Fraenkel (above, note 2) 2.99; italics added. 
6"The Name and Nature of Poetry," delivered at Cambridge in May, 1933, and 

published in A. E. Housman, Selected Prose (ed. John Carter) (Cambridge 1961) 
168-195. For a sensitive scrutiny of Housman's attitude toward poetry and the state of 
literary criticism in contemporary classical studies, see Brooks Otis, "Housman and 
Horace," Pacific Coast Philology 2 (April 1967) 5-24. 
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poetry.7 Many of Housman's statements in that lecture read like the 
first principles upon which Page's conclusions about Aeschylean poetry 
might have been founded: 

I cannot satisfy myself that there are any such things as poetical ideas. . . . Poetry is 
not the thing said but the way of saying it. ... Meaning is of the intellect, poetry is 
not. . . . The intellect is not the fount of poetry. .... ; it may actually hinder its pro- 
duction ... and ... it cannot even be trusted to recognize poetry when produced..... 
Poetry indeed seems to me more physical than intellectual. ... I think that the pro- 
duction of poetry, in its first stage, is less an active than a passive and involuntary 
process; and if I were obliged, not to define poetry, but to name the class of things to 
which it belongs, I should call it a secretion.8 

If the critic is convinced that poetry may so easily dispense with ideas 
and consistency and still lay claim to our serious attention, and that the 
most it can do is lend prose statements "an enhancement which glorifies 
and almost transfigures them,"9 then he will surely make no great 
attempt to discover in it any logic other than that of prose, nor feel any 
scandal at its absence.'0 This is not the place for a detailed critique of this 
view of poetry. It has been mentioned only because, as we shall see time 
and again in our analysis, it has profoundly affected Aeschylean scholar- 
ship by its depreciation or intolerance of literary criticism, and by a 
literalism in the reading of poetic texts which calls itself objectivity, but 
which proves especially impotent before a passage whose fabric is as 
multilayered and symbolic as the one under discussion. 

Because the omen of the eagles and the hare belongs to a broader net- 
work of symbolic events and images, whose parts illuminate one another 
only gradually, it is understandable that they should not yield their 
meaning easily or immediately. The difficulty is further compounded by 
calculated verbal obscurity in Calchas' interpretation and the chorus' 
narration, both motivated by the fear that a too explicit reference to 
untoward events or their causes will bring them about. But the effect 
of this heavy overlay of obliqueness is not to divert our attention from 
bad logic, but to make us all the:more aware that there is a problem to be 
solved. 

'In New Bearings in English Poetry (London 1932). 
8Housman (above, note 6) 186-188, 194. 
9Housman (above, note 6) 186. 
l?Interesting, if not wholly convincing, are the arguments of R. D. Dawe in this con- 

nection. In "Inconsistency of Plot and Character in Aeschylus," PCPS 189 (1963) 21-62, 
he finds that the ultimate aim of Aeschylean dramaturgy was EKTrXrtL--emotional 
impact (cf. the manuscript life of Aeschylus, 7)-in each scene, to be achieved at any 
price, even of consistency of plot and character. Tycho von Wilamowitz had made a 
similar claim concerning Sophocles in Die dramatische Technik des Sophokles (Berlin 
1917). 
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"The problem," as Whallon" summarizes it, "is why Artemis should 
require atonement. She cannot seek retribution for the predation against 
Troy paid in advance, Fraenkel argues, unless the formula 6pacaavrL 
7raOe;v is changed to pa'aovrrt raOeZv [2.97]. But if she bears a grudge 
against the Atridae for a reason unconnected with the sack of the city, 
the omen is dramatically misleading. The devouring of the hare is most 
understandably seen as the sacrifice of Iphigeneia or the children of 
Thyestes told in other terms." Whallon's summary presents three possible 
motives for Artemis' anger: the killing of the hare and her young represent 
(a) the harm that will be done innocent non-combatants at Troy, 
(b) the sacrificial slaughter of Iphigeneia, and (c) the murder of Thyestes' 
children by Atreus. We shall return in due course to these three explana- 
tions after examining two further interpretations which merit our atten- 
tion, and reviewing the poetic tradition concerning the events at Aulis. 

The first of these alternate interpretations is that Artemis hates the 
Atreidae simply because the eagles typify them, not because Agamemnon is 
guilty in the eyes of the goddess.12 The matter is, of course, the other way 
round; Artemis hates the eagles because they typify the Atreidae. Or 
better, perhaps: she hates both eagles and Atreidae for the same reason. 
If the eagles typify the Atreidae, then it must certainly be for something 
associated with the dramatic content of the omen-something, that is, 
which is considered guilty in Artemis' eyes. That is a critical point, and 
Page misses it when he argues that it is the killing of the hare, meant as 
an encouraging omen, that angers Artemis, not anything that Agamem- 
non has done or will do, since his actions congrue with the will of Zeus.'3 
But Zeus is not Artemis, and Agamemnon's actions may very well 
congrue with the will of Zeus and yet earn the displeasure of Artemis. 

Another interpretation is Lloyd-Jones'-that Artemis' anger against 
Agamemnon is sufficiently motivated by the fact that "in the Iliad and 

"Whallon (above, note 2) 81. 
12J. Conington and C. Robert; see Fraenkel, 2.97. T. Pluiss, in "Die Trag6die Agamem- 

non und das Tragische," Wissensch. Beilage zum Bericht iiberdas Gymnasium (Basel 1896) 
12, goes a fatal step further and claims that Artemis is angry only with the eagles, not 
with the Atreidae at all. 

"3Page (above, note 2) xxiii-xxv. Concerning this insistence that Agamemnon is 
guiltless because he is doing Zeus' will, some further considerations are in order. Must 
we assume with Page that in willing the punishment of Paris, Zeus also wills the destruc- 
tion of Troy? And if he does (the text is doubtful), must we assume that he also wills 
the harm which comes to Troy's innocent non-combatants, proteges of Artemis? And if 
he does (the text is silent), must we expect that such a state of affairs be "justified by 
any reasoning acceptable to man"? On this last point it is hard not to share Winnington- 
Ingram's suspicion (in his review of Denniston-Page, CR n.s. 9 [1959] 25) "that his 
[Page's] real quarrel may be not so much with Aeschylus' theology as with the world in 
which we live." 
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in the whole poetic tradition Artemis together with her brother Apollo 
appears as a loyal partisan of Troy against the invaders."14 This is 
inadequate on several counts. As for her presence in the Iliad, it is pre- 
dominately as a bringer of death to women that she would have been 
remembered, rather than as a "loyal partisan of Troy." Furthermore, it is 
a dangerous practice to assume anything in Greek tragedy from so vari- 
egated a tradition of poetry and cult as lies back of it, unless substantial 
support in the text warrants our doing so. How easily Aeschylus may 
dispense with the Homeric tradition and emphasis can be seen in the fact 
that Apollo, speaking of Agamemnon (Eum. 631 ff.), assumes a commend- 
atory tone hardly appropriate for a "loyal partisan of Troy" regarding the 
leader of the invaders. Where Artemis is concerned, what is heavily 
emphasized in the Agamemnon, to the exclusion of nearly all her other 
prerogatives and attributes, is her protective concern for the young and 
innocent (an aspect of her personality which would probably have been 
uppermost in the mind of a fifth-century Athenian, for reasons we shall 
shortly note). Indeed, the Artemis who enters battle in Iliad 20 is utterly 
alien to the Aeschylean vision, in which it is precisely the destructiveness 
of war itself that rouses her anger. As we shall shortly argue in greater 
detail, Artemis is not angry because the victims of Agamemnon's attack 
are Trojans, but because they are young and innocent victims. Although 
Lloyd-Jones is quite right in reading the murdered hare as a symbol for 
the doom of Troy and its inhabitants, he is wrong in seeing Artemis' 
anger as motivated by nothing more profound than political partisanship. 
This might satisfy a romancer or mythographer, but it is the purpose of 
the present analysis to show that Aeschylus cannot and does not settle 
for such shoddy aetiology in probing so important a question of res- 
ponsibility and punishment. 

Fraenkel has rightly emphasized the differences between Aeschylus' 
account and the poetic tradition, though he has, I think, drawn incorrect 
conclusions from those differences. He reasons that, in order to secure 
Agamemnon's relative innocence and to make his downfall the result of a 
deliberate choice in a difficult dilemma rather than the disproportionate 
upshot of a minor offence, Aeschylus "followed the traditional story in 
maintaining the wrath of Artemis and her appeasement through the 
sacrifice of Iphigeneia but eliminated the act of Agamemnon which had 
incensed the goddess."'6 He then goes on to suggest, as we noted above, 
that Aeschylus ventures to distract his audience from the missing link 
by "the power of his song." While for Page and Lloyd-Jones the scene 
represents nothing more profound than the mythic tradition, Fraenkel 
at least sees it as an exercise in serious, if slightly flawed, thought. 

I4Lloyd-Jones (above, note 2) 190. 1"Fraenkel (above, note 2) 2.99. 
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It is flawed, Fraenkel would conclude, because there is still a dispro- 
portion (though smaller than in the Cypria) between the cause of 
Agamemnon's punishment and its severity. In effect, Fraenkel sees 
Aeschylus reducing the responsibility of Agamemnon by increasing the 
arbitrariness of the goddess. But there is only a difference in degree, not 
in kind, between a divinity who punishes a man so severely for a venial 
offence (as in the Cypria), and a divinity who punishes him for no offence 
at all. This expedient turns out to be no solution at all: the relatively 
arbitrary wrath of Artemis is still the starting point and primary cause of 
Agamemnon's fate, not the deliberate moral decision which, as Fraenkel 
rightly observes, Aeschylus wished to be the primary cause of that fate. 
My difference with Fraenkel, as I shall argue in greater detail below, is 
that Aeschylus has not only "eliminated the act of Agamemnon which 
had incensed the goddess" (in the Cypria), but has substituted in its 
place an Agamemnon whose moral disposition (ijos) is such as to issue 
in acts at Troy which alienate Artemis. The omen of the eagles dramatizes 
this moral disposition. If we can demonstrate that the poet has endowed 
Agamemnon not with less responsibility than he had in the Cypria, but 
with more, and that in so doing he has made the king's character and 
conduct quite proportionate to the punishing anger of Artemis, we shall 
have the kind of starting point Fraenkel observes here, without feeling 
constrained to look upon Aeschylean poetry as an incantation to charm 
away logical difficulties. 

Towards this end, our first task must be to examine the poetic tradition 
behind the wrath of Artemis. It is best reproduced in the epitome of the 
Cypria by Proclus. There we learn that during the second gathering at 
Aulis Agamemnon, after shooting a deer, had angered Artemis by his 
boast of skill superior to hers.'6 Other accounts either add details or offer 
minor variations on this version. In Sophocles' Electra (558-576), two 
details are worthy of note: first the goddess is offended not only by the 
boast but by the fact that the killing takes place in her sacred grove;'7 
second, the subsequent storm keeps the ships from sailing either to 
Troy or home. Apollodorus (Epitome 3.21) indicates two causes for 
Artemis' anger: (a) the boast that not even Artemis could have done it 
better, and (b) the fact that Atreus, Agamemnon's father, had neglected 
to sacrifice the golden lamb to her.'8 Euripides (IT 20 ff. and 209 ff.) 

'6The following sources give the same version: Schol. II. 1.108, Schol. Eur. Or. 658, 
Callimachus Dian. 263, Dictys Cret. Bell. Troi. 1.19-22, Tzetzes ad Lyc. 183. 

?Compare Hygin. Fab. 98: Cervam eius violavit superbiusque in Dianam est locutus. 
l8So reads the Vatican manuscript. But the Sabbaitic scribe, misinterpreting the 

phrase ov&e 71 "AprTeuLs, introduces a slight variant: Agamemnon boasted that the 
deer could not have escaped him even if Artemis had wished it (oW' 'AprT/Lu6os OeXovo'rs). 
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introduces a motif common in the folktale tradition,19 that the sacrifice 
of Iphigeneia was the constrained fulfillment of Agamemnon's earlier vow 
to give Artemis the loveliest thing each year should produce.20 

Two things are noteworthy about these versions in their treatment of 
Artemis' anger. First, the various inciting causes are altogether prior to 
and wholly unrelated to the war; second, there is not the remotest resem- 
blance between them and the Aeschylean omen of the eagles and the hare 
(unless it be in the killing of an animal). These two observations are not 
unrelated. As I hope to demonstrate, Aeschylus' seemingly deliberate 
rejection of the tradition is motivated in part by a desire to relate the 
goddess' wrath causally to the war. 

The omen of the eagles and the hare bears no significant correspondence 
to anything in the poetic tradition about the second gathering at Aulis. 
But it does closely resemble the omen observed at the first gathering 
(I1. 2.301-30 and Proclus' summary of the Cypria) forecasting an Argive 
victory in the tenth year: a snake devouring a sparrow and her eight 
nestlings. Aeschylus has seen fit to conflate the two gatherings at Aulis 
into one in such a way that the omen of the eagles and the hare does 
double service as prediction of an Argive victory and as emblem of 
Artemis' wrath. Still, it remains to ask why the poet should not be satis- 
fied merely to reproduce the omen of the snake and sparrows so well- 
known from the Iliad. If Lloyd-Jones were right in positing as the cause 
of Artemis' anger her loyal partisanship of Troy (the victims in the 
Aeschylean omen obviously symbolize the Trojans), then no change 
would have been necessary, inasmuch as the sparrows of the traditional 
version also symbolize the Trojans.21 What poetic purposes were better 
served by the portent of the eagles and hare than by that of the snake and 
sparrows, and-a related question-what was the experiential or histori- 
cal raw material out of which Aeschylus fashioned the portent as it 
appears in the text? 

An answer to the second question, even a merely probable one, will 
facilitate our investigation of the first, for it goes without saying that a 
literary artist at nearly every stage of his task quite naturally assumes in 
his audience a response to associations of the experiential raw materials 
of his work which may be lost on the foreign reader with nothing but the 
text to rely on. We must, of course, always exercise care in reconstructing 

'9Compare Jephtha's vow in Judges 11.30-40, and cf. Wilamowitz, "Die beiden Elect- 
ren," Hermes 18 (1883) 253. 

20Cicero uses this version as an example of a promise better left unfulfilled (Off. 
3.25.95): Promissum potius non faciendum quam tam taetrum facinus admittendum fuit. 

2"It is true that the sparrows in the omen seem to refer primarily to years of war, but 
unless they also symbolize Troy, Calchas could not predict an Argive, rather than a 
Trojan, victory. 
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the manner in which a poet has converted his raw materials into artistic 
products, keeping in mind that such reconstructions have at best only 
probable validity. 

An introductory clue to our question is the statement of a scholiast on 
Aristophanes' Lysist. 645: K&T' exovaoa TO KpOKWTOV apKTOS ij Bpavpwviots. 
ol 6 ra 7rept 'IL^tyevetav 'v Bpavpcvt oaauv, OVK Ev AvX\bL. E'Evopiwv. 'AyxIaXov 
Bpavp&va, KevptLOP 'ILryevmas. 6OKET be 'AyaE4.yvwv o-'ayaaoat r7v 'IiJLe7veLav 
ev BpavpcvO, OVK iv AVAXiL. Brauron (modern Vraona), situated some twenty 
miles from Athens, was an important centre of the cult of Artemis. Close 
ties had always existed between the two communities: Brauron was one 
of the twelve cities in the Attic synoikismos, and was the home of the 
Pisistratids. In the fourth century there was a temple of Brauronian 
Artemis on the Acropolis, and a century earlier, during Aeschylus' day, 
young Athenian girls, aged five through ten, customarily participated in 
the festival of Brauronian Artemis, and were called apKrTO because they 
imitated bears in the ritual (see the same scholion on Lysist. 645).22 
During excavations at Brauron begun in 1948, under the direction of 
John Papadimitriou,23 votive statuettes were unearthed representing a 
young girl (very likely one of the LapKroL) holding a hare.24 In addition, 
votive offerings left at the temple indicate that it was a shrine frequented 
by women in their pregnancy. Euripides, certainly relying on local legend, 
makes Iphigeneia (after her sojourn among the Taurians) become 
"keeper of the keys" and, after her death, recipient of special honours at 
this shrine (IT 1462-1466).25 Papadimitriou sums up the history of the 
site as follows: 

Artemis Brauronia . . . was associated with Iphigeneia and adored as Protectress of 
birth and fertility-especially animal fertility. But we are able to say now that the name 
of Iphigeneia is one of the hypostases of the great chthonian goddess-the Earth- 
mother-and the cult remained continually associated with the same site even after the 
abandonment of the prehistoric town. It was much later that the goddess became con- 
fused with Artemis and the name became an epithet of Artemis .... We must affirm that 

22For all the literary sources of our knowledge of Brauronian Artemis, cf. Farnell, 
Cults of the Greek States (Oxford 1896) 2.435-442, 564-566; see also Ludwig Deubner, 
Attische Feste (Berlin 1932) 207-208, and M. P. Nilsson, Gesch. d. Griech. Rel.2 (Munich 
1955) 1.484-486. 

23The death of Papadimitriou has long delayed the correlation and final appraisal of 
the Brauron materials. For a description of the excavation at various stages, see Praktika 
from 1949 on, and Ergon, 1954-1961. An up-to-date popular account, relying heavily 
on conversations with Papadimitriou, may be found in Leonard Cottrell, Realms of Gold 
(Greenwich, Conn. 1963) 186-200. 

24See reproductions in Ergon (1959) 36, fig. 38; Cottrell (above, note 23) plate 96; 
C. Kerenyi, The Religion of the Greeks and Romans (New York 1962) plate 75. 

25Papadimitriou has actually identified one of the structures at Brauron as the tomb 
of Iphigeneia mentioned in IT 1464: Praktika (1955) 118-120. 
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a faith even older than that of Artemis became in time the cult of Iphigeneia who by clas- 
sical times had become confused with the daughter of Agamemnon and Clytemnestra.26 

All the basic elements of the Aeschylean version are present here in 
embryo: Artemis as patron of pregnancy, innocent youth, and wild life; 
the hare as particularly appropriate to her cult because it is fecund, timid 
and innocent in appearance, and wild;27 the association between 
Iphigeneia and Artemis. 

Other intriguing points of correspondence between Brauron and the 
Aeschylean account appear. Describing Iphigeneia at the moment of her 
sacrificial death, Aeschylus uses the much discussed expression KpbKOU 

3a4as 6' es 7rebov Xeovaa (Ag. 239). At one level, it takes its place within 
the important image-patterns of entangling fabric (garments and nets) 
and of flowing blood that run through the trilogy.28 But the detail adds 
a further dimension of pathos and irony as yet unnoticed: Iphigeneia is 
dressed like an apKros at the festival of Brauronian Artemis. The passage 
in the Lysistrata already cited and its scholion emphasize the KPOKTO6V as a 
significant feature of the rite.29 In a context involving Artemis and Iphi- 
geneia, especially as Aeschylus compels us to envision the latter-young, 
innocent, unwed (irapOevooa?yoLatv pELOpots, 210; 7rapOevlov O' a,uaros, 215; 
ativa 7rapOeveLov, 229; aravpcoTos, 245)-the detail would have conveyed 
the ritual significance quite naturally to an Athenian audience most 
(if not all) of whose young daughters would don the KpOKCTOV and dance 
the bear-mime of Artemis before their marriages.30 

Another way in which Brauron may have provided grist for the poet's 
mill is suggested a few lines earlier, where Iphigeneia is lifted, as the chorus 
describes it, LKcav XLiuatpas vnrepOe fpowuov (232). Here, as many scholars 
have pointed out, an Athenian may well have thought of the 500 XluatpaL 
offered yearly to Artemis Agrotera for the victory at Marathon (Xen. 

26Unpublished address of John Papadimitriou to the Direction des Mus6es de France, 
cited in Cottrell (above, note 23) 193. 

27Herodotus (3.108), in discussing ro OElov v 7rpovolrq which makes animals more 
prolific in proportion as they are timid and edible, singles out the hare as a prime example. 
Cf. also Aelian NA 2.12 and Pollux 5.73. 

28On this point, see the excellent analysis by Anne Lebeck, "The Robe of Iphigeneia," 
GRBS 5 (1964) 35-41. 

29Lysist. 645: K&Tr xovoaa rT KpOKWTOV apKTOs v BpavpcovoLS. 2;: "APKTOV p/OirOv1AevaL 
TO VUaT1rPLOv e?T\eXOUv. at apKTEVOIt.eJaL 8 Tfr 0Oe KpOKcYTOV 7ljL(tVVVVTO, Kal 
oavve'Xovv r,'v Ovaiav Tr Bpavpwvlt 'ApTEti6L .... "ApreTs ... K. EKXEeVE TrapOevo 
7riaoav ,rLl'oraaaOaL Tr7v apKTov 7rpo TOV 'yaJLou Katl rEptLEretv TO lepov KpOKWTO'V 
I1a1TLOv 4iopovaaav. 

30A precise parallel can be found at Eum. 1028, where the incorporation of the Erinyes 
into the life of Athens is symbolized by their investiture with the q4OLvLKO3aarT0oLs 
EvTUTOtS eaOjIaaot traditionally worn by the metoikoi in the Panathenaeic procession. 
Cf. Walter Headlam, "The Last Scene in the Eumenides," 7HS 26 (1906) 268-277, and 
George Thomson, The Oresteia of Aeschylus2 (Amsterdam and Prague 1966) 2.231-233. 
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Anab. 3.2.12, Ael. NH 2.25), or of the Spartan custom of sacrificing one 
before battle (Xen. Hell. 4.2.20, Plut. Lycurg. 22.2). But a goat was also 
sacrificed at the Brauronia (Hesych. s.v. BpaupcvLa fopr/), according to 
one tradition, as a substitute for the young girl originally required.31 An 
Athenian, with the rites at Brauron in mind, would be struck by the 
inversion, at once ironic and gruesome, involved in the Aeschylean 
substitution.32 

The cult of Artemis at Brauron, then, and the traditions associated with 
it seem to provide most of the basic materials from which the Aeschylean 
account could have been created. It also sheds light on the more important 
question of what poetic purposes are better served by the eagle-hare 
image than by the Homeric snake and sparrows. The Artemis at Brauron 
is a goddess whose main concerns are fertility, pregnancy, youth, inno- 
cence, but around whose cult there are whispers of human sacrifice.33 
The Artemis of the Agamemnon is no other; the devouring of a pregnant 
hare and her brood dramatizes one aspect of her Brauronian character, 
while the sacrifice of Iphigeneia dramatizes the other. Such a goddess 
would indeed resent the murder of Thyestes' children, the murder of 
Iphigeneia, and the murder of innocent youth at Troy. These three 
analogous events stand to the omen of the slaughtered hare as species to 
a kind of symbolic genus; the omen subsumes all three events, relating 
them one to another as cases of the slaughter of innocent youth in the 
pursuit and exercise of power. 

The text supports this triple reference. Treating the hare's death as a 
sacrifice34 (OvoU,voLtv, 136) and a meal (lOToKOVPCo, 119; XaCyoairas, 124; 
&e?rvov, 138) underscores its relationship with the sacrificial feast of 
Thyestes' children (aoayas, 1096; fEfpw/xtcYas, 1097; Sara, 1242; OoLvarTpos, 
1502; 7r0tuoas, 1504; 5aZra, 1593; oa'ypv, 1599; tcfrvov, 1601), and to the 
sacrificial death of Iphigeneia (Ovotav, 150; rapevoa-ca'yotatv, 209; Ovatas, 

"Eustath. 11. 331.26, Bekker Anec. 444 f. The scene of the incident in these sources is 
the Piraeus, where there was a temple of Artemis Munychia, but on the confusion of 
Brauronian traditions with those of Artemis Munychia, see Deubner (above, note 22) 
205-207. 

"2This assimilation of man to beast in the Oresteia is one of the trilogy's more striking 
image-patterns. In a drama about the progress of 6lKt, Aeschylus' use of animal imagery 
is in the tradition of Hesiod who says that the animal kingdom is (or should be) dis- 
tinguished from mankind by the fact that there is no justice in it: birds and beasts prey 
upon one another because there is no 6lKr among them (Op. 276-280). So in the Oresteia, 
as 6lK) itself becomes more humane, the poetic identifications between man and beast 
gradually diminish, both in number and repulsiveness. See Heinrich Weinstock, Die 
Tragidie des Humanismus6 (Heidelberg 1967) 15, and J. Peradotto, Time and the 
Pattern of Change in Aeschylus' Oresteia (diss. Northwestern University 1963) 149-169. 

"3Consult Farnell (above, note 22) 2.566, note 35, for sources which associate human 
sacrifice with Artemis in other contexts than Brauron. 

34Cf. Froma Zeitlin, "The Motif of the Corrupted Sacrifice in Aeschylus' Oresteia," 
TAPA (1965) 463-508, where the sacrificial aspect of the eagle-hare omen is developed. 
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214; Ouvrp, 225 ;OevTrpoov, 240; CWvaev, 1417; rvOeio ns, Cho. 242), which, though 
it is not a meal, does not get by without some allusion to eating (Ovaiav ... 

abaiTov, 150; e&rpaTr'iovs, 244).35 But treated as a hunt (XotoLlwv 6p06LOcv, 

120; 7rravoivat KUva, 135), the omen clearly refers to Troy and its inhabi- 
tants36 (&ypel IlptaLov 7roXv, 126; ErL Tpoias 7rVpyo ... .iTV . .K V . . yYyalAov, 
357-361; Kvva7yo Kar' LXvos, 695). This, I would argue, is the primary 
reference of the omen; here we are in agreement with Lloyd-Jones' 
conclusion, if not with his reasons. It is not as an arbitrary partisan of 

Troy, but as patroness of innocent youth and fertility that Artemis 
recoils from the indiscriminate predation which she knows a war under the 
Atreidae will be. Fraenkel37 (and Whallon appears to follow him38) 
denies this on the grounds that no reference is made to the harm done the 

young at Troy in the interpretation of Calchas. But it is certainly implied 
in what Calchas says, and Fraenkel seems to recognize this: "From the 
fact that the eagles mercilessly devour the hare with her unborn young 
the seer seems to infer that Troy and all that is in the city will be completely 
and violently destroyed. The violence is strongly emphasized in Xa7r.tEL 

rpos TOr6 3atov, and that it is to be wholesale destruction is illustrated by a 

suggestive detail: not even the flocks outside will be spared, much less 

anything within the walls of the conquered city."39 It is quite natural that 

Calchas, conscious of the consequences that vao-4ula may have, should 
avoid being as explicit about the unpropitious half of the omen-the 
cause of Artemis' anger-as he has been about the forecast of victory.40 

But as if this indirect reference to young Trojan victims of the war 

35Iphigeneia's sacrifice might be spoken of as satisfying hunger indirectly by bringing 
to an end the adverse winds, one of the effects of which was starvation (&drXoi[ Kevayyei, 
188; ,rvoa ... vO. . tS, 192 f.). Aeschylus may have derived this detail from the 
Brauronian tradition, according to which the need for sacrifice is precipitated by a Xtuots 
which Artemis has caused (Schol. Lysist. 645; Suda, s.v. aipKros; in reporting the same 
tradition, Eustath. 11. 331.26 and the author of the note in Bekker Anec. 444 speak of a 
XotiOs). None of the other versions of what happened at Aulis mention starvation. 

36The motif of biting or eating also enters into the description of Troy's destruction: 
'Apytlov PaKos (824), otrlar?7s X.oov (827). 

37Fraenkel (above, note 2) 2.96 f. 
38Whallon (above, note 2) 81. 
a9Fraenkel (above, note 2) 2.96; italics added. 
40Lloyd-Jones, "Three Notes on Aeschylus' Agamemnon," RhM 103 (1960) 76 f., 

argues that Calchas, in the expression KT7rV V ... 7?fl7to7rXr76ea, with the tendency Greek 
prophets show of referring to people by animal names, is referring to the Trojans, not 
to their cattle: "the herds which are the people." If this is the case, it should be further 
noted that an interpretation as cryptic as the omen itself would be odd, unless, as I have 
suggested, the interpreter had good reason to avoid straightforward speech-the fear of 
naming undesirable possibilities. No reader will have missed the sharp contrast between 
the clarity of lines 122-125 (explaining the propitious side of the omen, and identifying 
the eagles as the Atreidae and the hare as Troy) and lines 126-155, where, besides the 
calculated indirection of the language, one may note that the expected explanation of 
the unborn young is never explicitly made. 
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were not enough, the poet vividly recalls the detail in the next choral ode. 
The motif of the hunt, begun in the parodos (120, 126, 135), is resumed: 
the capture of Troy is described as the casting of a hunting-net from 
which neither old nor young can extricate themselves (357-361): 

... in2 Tpolas 7rLpyots '#aXEs 
are-yav6v 5SK7TVOV ( s A '/7E jik,yav 
/.L2' OW' VCpCO- TLJ' VpTE-X TG.L 

,u&ya SovXEtas 
1j'ay,yaMoP arns acaXcabrov. 

Note how oi''v adds emphasis to veap&z', a word which, as Fraenkel himself 
points out (ad loc.), is properly, though by no means exclusively, used of 
young wild animals, and which certainly carries this connotation in the 
context of the hunting-net. The choice of this word itself and of the 
whole hunting image at once describes the event and recalls the omen 
which forecast it.41 If, as is unlikely, the terms of the omen itself were 
not sufficient to have reminded a fifth-century audience of the Homeric 
Agamemnon's desire, memorable in its ferocity, that every Trojan perish 
utterly, including the unborn child in the womb (Il. 6.57-6042), then this 
passage would surely have done so, concentrating as it does upon the fate 
of the young and emphasizing the barbaric completeness43 of the havoc 
(a&rfls rwavaX&rovO). We are left with the overwhelming impression that 
the Argives, especially their commander, are not mere hunters, but 
vicious, pitiless, indiscriminate hunters, who must naturally incur the 
hatred of her in whose honour young hares, as Xenophon tells us, were 
traditionally spared by huntsmen." 

41Jf we accept Weil's /raiX/Lwo 7rcatt&v yipov-res or Denniston-Page's 4WTCaXguov 
7rat&Y-v yEPOVTE5 for the clumsy qwraX/lwv 7ra-Z&s yep6PvTO. of the manuscripts at 
327 f., we have another, though less emphatic, reference to the fate of the young at Troy. 
Furthermore, in line 528 (Kad aUrip/La lra'm7s E'LaroXXVTatL XGov's), though the metaphor 
is different, the referent is the same: killing-complete and indiscriminate. 

42TCijV [sc Tp'c,WV] pi7 TLs V'7rK0vyOL aLlrVv OXeOpov 
XeZpas 6' ?'7/AETELpas, A1n6' oY v Lva yao-Cipt P.flu7rP 
KOVPOP EOPTa q5kpOt, .ti776' OS byOL, aLXX' 4a'Aa IraLvTES 

'IXtov fiLaroXolaT' atKt7Eb0 rot KCa i4 aavrot. 
43To a fifth-century Athenian, not to spare the young would be un-Greek. Compare 

Thucydides' account of the massacre perpetrated by Thracian mercenaries at Mycalessus 
(7.29.4), where, as in the Aeschylean account, the historian concentrates upon the fate 
of the children and the indiscriminate slaughter of every living thing in sight: io'rEa6pTes 

OL' OPORKES 'E s7iv MVKCaXflCToJ' vTaS E OrKIcLS KaL 'TUEpa 6pa prOWov (cf. Ag. 527) 
Kai rovS avOpc'nrovS k$O'vEUOp oEL8o/IEVOt O'VTE lrpEcr/3UTEpas OISTE VECwTepas 1XLKKLas 
(cf. Ag. 358 f.), &XX& a zravras C'V-6s 6Tco EZ'TVXOLE' KCli ?rat6tas Kad yvPaCLKas 
KTELVOVTrS, KatZ 7rpoOTL Ka.i ibro~-b'yta KaLL 6o-a aXXa EI41vXa 'LbOLEv (cf. Ag. 528). 

"Cyn. 5.14: T& 'a i on'p XLav veoya' [sc. -c7n'v XaylcowI ot 4LXOKVP?fl4TCLL ,at4taaL T7 
0643. Fraenkel (above, note 2) 2.84, note 1, argues that this passage sheds no light on the 
omen: "Neither god nor man can expect of eagles the behaviour of 4LXOKVV l',rT"- 
as if the eagles stood for nothing beyond themselves! 
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II 

In the logic of the drama, then, Artemis, particularly under her 
Brauronian aspect of fertility goddess and guardian of the young and 
innocent, is angry principally over the innocent victims of the impending 
war. Yet, we must not, with Daube, regard the sacrifice of Iphigeneia as 
an atonement or appeasement demanded by Artemis of Agamemnon in 
advance for what he will do at Troy.45 The sacrifice of Iphigeneia is 
itself a partial cause of Artemis' anger. We may not say, with Whallon, 
that Artemis was "a deity whose punitive actions became predacious,"46 
unless it can be shown that she desires and causes the death of Iphigeneia. 
The precise nature of Artemis' demand is a critical adjunct of our inter- 

pretation of the omen and must occupy us at this point for the light it 
throws on Agamemnon's guilt. For in the dramatic economy of the tri- 

logy it is, as Fraenkel insists, the death of Iphigeneia which is, at the level 
of human agency, the first sufficient cause (rpcroT7rAow,v, 223) of the ensu- 

ing chain of troubles. Aeschylus, again departing significantly from the 
Homeric tradition, makes it quite clear in the feeble character of Aegis- 
thus, effeminate foil to the masculine Clytemnestra, that the crime of 

Atreus, though a contributing factor, is not a sufficient cause of what 
follows.47 Who then is responsible for the inciting incident-the death of 

Iphigeneia? The goddess who requires the sacrifice or the man who 

performs it? 
Is it correct to say that Artemis demands the sacrifice of Iphigeneia? 

All the text tells us (in the words of Calchas) is that she caused adverse 

45B. Daube, Zu den Rechtsproblemen in Aischylos' Agamemnon (Zurich 1938) 147 ff. 
Fraenkel (above, note 2) 2.97 and Whallon with him (above, note 2) 81 imply that the 
only conceivable relationship between the omen (with the ensuing sacrifice of Iphigeneia) 
and the events at Troy can be one of atonement. They therefore reject such a relationship 
on the grounds that "the fundamental maxim bpaaavr& 7raOeiv cannot be supplanted 
by a bpaaovr& iraOeTv" (Fraenkel), implying that the death of Iphigeneia is a 7r&0os of 
Agamemnon. How relevant the principle 6pa'oavrt lraOelv is to Agamemnon as sacrificer 
of Iphigeneia is at best doubtful; actually, where the principle is explicitly applied to him, 
his ra'Oos is his own (not Iphigeneia's) death, and what he has done to deserve it is the 
sacrifice of Iphigeneia; Ag. 1526 f.: 'I4Lyevelav av&ata bpa4oas a&La 7raxcwv (compare 
1564: 7raOeirv 'rv Spavra). In any case, it will not be for Fraenkel's reason that we reject 
the notion of Iphigeneia's death as an atonement in the ensuing argument. 

4Whallon (above, note 2) 87. 
47Cf. Henri Well, Atudes sur la drame antique (Paris 1897) 39, and N. G. L. Hammond, 

"Personal Freedom and its Limitations in the Oresteia," 7HS 85 (1965) 42. Here we are 
in disagreement with Lloyd-Jones and Page who believe that the fons et origo of the 
action of the trilogy is the curse upon Atreus, and that Agamemnon, acting under its 
compulsion, is punished for the crime of his father. In what follows we will argue not 
against the notion of son punished for father's wrongs (it is a function of the reconciled 
Erinyes, Eum. 934 ff.), but against the idea that this is the exclusive or sufficient cause 
of Agamemnon's fate (as it is in Homer), and that Agamemnon is the victim of external 
compulsion. 
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winds, precipitating (anrevsoueva) the sacrifice (148-150), and that the 
sacrifice was a Auxap (199), an expedient or remedy for the bad weather, 
proposed by Calchas, and uncontested by Agamemnon (tavrrw oITLva 
4yw0v, 186). Artemis compels Agamemnon to nothing. She merely 

creates a situation in which he may either cancel the war, or else pursue 
it by inflicting on his own household the kind of slaughter he will per- 
petrate at Troy. alria eXoutEov' Oe6s avalrtLos (or at most erTailos). The 
result depends less upon the goddess than upon the kind of man Agamem- 
non is. And it is because Calchas knows what kind of man he is that he 
can speak of Artemis "precipitating" Iphigeneia's sacrifice by creating 
contrary winds. Some critics will, no doubt, find that this condition 
imposed by Artemis rather vitiates the picture I have drawn of her over- 
mastering concern with the suffering young. But this (as any) estimate 
of the goddess depends upon whether or not Agamemnon has a reasonable 
alternative to the sacrifice of Iphigeneia. If such an alternative is wanting, 
then indeed Artemis at this point is not only inconsistent, but vicious. 
But is the alternative wanting? 

We have suggested that Agamemnon is free to sacrifice or not to sacri- 
fice Iphigeneia, to pursue the war against Troy or not to do so. Is this in 
fact true? Page,48 Lloyd-Jones,49 Fraenkel,60 and Whallon51 all insist that 
Agamemnon acts if not under compulsion, at least without a harmless 
alternative, that the war is a holy command of Zeus Xenios and not to 
pursue it is to incur punishment at his hands. The text seems to lend 
strong support to such a position. At 60-62, we are told by the chorus, 
'ATrp&s 7raZbas 6 Kpelt-aav er' 'AXeav,pco? rE/tretL kvtos ZErs. They speak 
even more strongly at 362 f. of Troy's destruction as the work of Zeus 
(Ala TOL tVLov'. .. . TO& raE rptavTra), and at 367 as his stroke (Atos rXayav). 
Similarly, at 748, they tell us that Helen, with the Argive army close 
behind her, brought doom to the Priamids, wroprg AtLos Evlov, and Aga- 
memnon at 853 greets the gods who sent him on the expedition and 
brought him back again (o;0rEp Trp6oaw rC Tp/avTres yayov rraXLv). But what 
seems "final and decisive" (in Page's words) is the description at 218 of 

48Page (above, note 2) xxiii-xxiv. 
49Lloyd-Jones (above, note 2) 193. 
50Fraenkel (above, note 2) 3.726: "The common man may content himself with the 

wish 7 n) eit1v TrrotXLr6p6rIs and hope thus to escape irrevocable conflicts, but the man on 
whom God has laid the burden of a great undertaking, seeing in front of him two ways 
open, may feel that whichever way he chooses there is no way out of evil." See also 
2.122 f. 

"Whallon (above, note 2) 83 f.: "Sent by Zeus as an Erinys against Troy, Agamemnon 
has no attractive choice. He faces the conflict between the punitive forces, Artemis and 
the Erinyes, and is scourged by the one for satisfying the other.... It is difficult to 
attach blame to Agamemnon. He sacrifices his daughter with free will, it is true, but an 
inimical cosmos has confronted him with a dilemma." 
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Agamemnon's sacrifice of his daughter as inevitable (aa6yKas 'Ev XAra8vov). 
Here again we must be on our guard against the pitfalls of literalism. 

In particular, we must avoid confusing two quite distinct elements: 
on the one hand, the descriptive narrative of what happened in purely 
human causal terms, and on the other, the religious generalization or 
interpretation of those same events. The first states an individual and 
contingent fact; the second, usually made after the event, sees it as an 
instance of universal and necessary law. We must not confuse the state- 
ments of the chorus with a dramatic intervention of the gods, either off- 
stage or on, as in the Eumenides (though these too, I would insist, must 
be interpreted in other than literal terms). Neither text nor tradition 
will warrant our assuming that Aeschylus or the chorus mean here an 
actual epiphany of Zeus to Agamemnon with a mandate to attack Troy, 
nor do I think any of the critics would defend such an absurd interpreta- 
tion. How then are we to understand the statement "Zeus sent Agamem- 
non"? Is there a standing mandate of Zeus which obliges men under 
threat of their own punishment to avenge all violations of hospitality 
personally and regardless of cost? None at all. In fact, Eum. 269 ff. 
(compare Frogs 145 f.) records the belief that those who go unrequited 
for harming a guest-friend are punished hereafter. It must be remembered 
that we are not dealing here with the same kind of situation as vengeance 
for murder-Orestes' situation-where the kinsman-avenger is himself 
treated as a murderer if he neglects his duty. To my knowledge, there 
are no examples from antiquity of punishment meted out to those 
who do not avenge a crime against hospitality.52 Indeed, were the 
imperative to vengeance as coercive as Page suggests, one wonders why 
Agamemnon should not employ so compelling an argument in favour of 
sacrificing Iphigeneia, or why the poet should not use a stronger verb 
than 7rTi7rEit to mean "command" or "demand." 

The statement "Zeus sent the Atreidae ..." is a religious interpretation 
of the chorus, not an empirical description. It does no more than indicate 
their belief in the right or legal claim under which the war might be 
justified. Zeus Xenios permits, justifies, supports the war, but nothing in 
the text suggests that he obliges. After the event, the chorus sees the 
destruction of Troy as retribution fulfilled for a crime hateful to Zeus 
Xenios, and can, therefore, speak of the war as the stroke (367) or the 

"2Cf. George M. Calhoun in Wace and Stubbings, A Companion to Homer (New York 
1963) 450: "It is worth noting that the offences which invite divine reprobation [in 
Homer] are precisely those for which human justice in a simple society will be least 
likely to offer adequate remedies-neglect of the dead, injuries to suppliants or guests, 
the perversion of justice" (italics added). Compare Hesiod, whose assurances about the 
chastisement meted out by Zeus to the unjust man are statements of religious hope 
rather than empirical observations, as is clear in Op. 267-273. 
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work (362) of Zeus, and of the Atreidae as his avenging instruments.53 
The poet's Persians is full of similar statements about the agency of the 
gods in a historical event that had occurred in his own lifetime.54 It is 
not likely that a veteran of Salamis would take Aeschylus literally when 
his messenger in the play claims that a daimon destroyed the Persian 
fleet, and that the gods saved Athens (345-347, compare 724 f.), or 
when the chorus calls Zeus the destroyer of the Persian force (532-534, 
compare 739 f.). These were not observable phenomena in the literal 
sense, but interpretations raising the events of the war beyond the realm 
of contingency and accident, endowing them with some degree of norma- 
tiveness, and seeing in them the manifestation and verification of laws 
whose definition was the product of faith and hope more than of experi- 
ence. Clearly such statements about divine activity and necessity do not 
devaluate human accomplishment, eliminate human responsibility, or 
purge decision of its perils. The Greeks who in the Persians are heard to 
shout vuv brVp ravTr0wv a&y,v are less assured of their divine mission than 
the messenger who later reports the outcome. After the event, what 
appears is such an interpenetration of divine and human agency that the 
line dividing them is blurred: Xerxes, for example, is duped both by the 
guile of a Greek and the 0O6vos of the gods (361 f.). The ghost of Darius 
enunciates this double aspect of an action in a general principle (742):55 
roav airEvbn7 Tl avros, XX. Oe's avvraTTerat. 

The other half of the argument against Agamemnon's freedom lies 
in the poet's use of the word ava&YKr at 218: &avayKas 6v EXWra6vov. Page is 
quite right to insist that it not be toned down to mean "bodily pain," 
or "anguish," but that it retain the full meaning of inevitability its usage 
elsewhere demands. But there are grounds for disagreement over what 
precisely avayKrl refers to. Is it Iphigeneia's sacrifice itself, or the inevitable 
consequences of that action? Page categorically denies the latter, without 
offering any argument. Yet, what is the overriding preoccupation of the 

"6If, on the other hand, a crime against hospitality goes unrequited, Zeus Xenios 
himself is subject to criticism: cf. Aesch. frag. 496 (Mette). 

"Pers. 94-99, 107-115, 337-347, 353 f., 362, 454 f., 515 f., 532-536, 604, 724 f., 740- 
742, 772, 918-921. 

6Compare: tXcE Ul 6Tr KlaIVOVTL o-vTtrv8ELV OE6s (frag. 673 Mette), and the state- 
ment of Themistocles, reported by Herodotus (8.60): /,u) 6 oLKOTa ofovXEvo/tVoLatL 
OVK EXcf0et oU 6 606 T7rpoo'XcpELV T7rpOS ras aYOpUTri71as 7yvc?as. Incidentally, 
this remark of Themistocles is surely a better index of the state of mind in Athens 
during the events themselves than the later tales of divine intervention collected by 
Herodotus. In any case, it is not easy to ascertain how popular such tales were or how 
widely believed. 

How much the sophistic separation of the divine and human aspects of an action can 
lead to a denial of human responsibility and an excuse for misconduct may be seen in 
Euripides' Cyclops. When Polyphemus reproaches the Greeks for having fought a war 
over one shameless woman, the corrupt and sophistical Odysseus disclaims responsibility 
(285): Oeov rO 7rpayuaa uL7'ev1' 'iaLrtw porfwv. 
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chorus in this ode as throughout the play if not the inevitable consequences 
of unjust acts, both Paris'56 and Agamemnon's? This automatic chain of 
cause and effect which springs from a single free act and issues in the ruin 
of a man or a whole house constitutes the burden of the chorus' inmost 
thoughts, despite Agamemnon's safe return, right up to the moment of 
his murder, and long afterwards. What more felicitous metaphor could 
the poet have found for this idea than to say that Agamemnon himself 
"put on the harness of necessity"? The verb c8v, with an accoutrement 
like XEraPvov, can hardly support a toned-down meaning like "fell into," 
"bowed down beneath," or passive meaning like "was put on him."57 
In terms of freedom and compulsion, this passage is analogous to the 
choice of lives by the souls in Plato's myth of Er (Rep. 614B-621B): the 
choice is free; what follows is necessity. The gods are responsible for the 
necessary chain of cause and effect; man is responsible for its inception or 
application.58 

In a further attempt to exculpate Agamemnon, Page argues that the 
king is externally compelled not only by the gods but even at the human 
level: Agamemnon (Page tells us) guesses that were he not to sacrifice 

66Consistent, if mistaken, Page (above, note 2) 104 sees in Paris the same innocence 
and the same divine compulsion due to a family curse as he sees in Agamemnon. 

67By contrast, all the parallel yoke-metaphors cited by Fraenkel and Headlam- 
Thomson have passive forms (usually of Se'yvvULt) or neutral meanings, e.g., Eurip. 
IA 443, es oi' avayKrls ev,&yjar .7TeTrrTKa/Iev and Or. 1330, ava'yK7rs 6' es 'vybv 
KaOearatev. PV 108, avlLyKaLs TraaS' Eve'evy/zaL TrXas, is probably an exception. 
Its meaning is identical with &dvayKas 'ev XcTraPvov if &v'evEytuaL is read as a middle. 
Such a reading would seem to be required by Prometheus' insistence, a few lines earlier 
(101-105), that he had foreknown with utter certainty the necessary consequences of his 
action. Thus, he says, by performing it, he has in effect put himself in the yoke of 
necessity-an idea to which he returns at 266: KWcV eKUcwv ?7aprov. 

D. J. Conacher, in a recent study (Euripidean Drama [Toronto 1967] 241, note 17), 
points out that Menoeceus in the Phoenissae (999-1005) seems to use the expression 
ava&YK7 aat&iv'wv in a manner hardly different from Aeschylus at Ag. 218; "yet," 
Conacher insists, "it is quite clear that Menoeceus considers himself as having a choice 
here, for he declares how base and cowardly it would be to choose the alternative of 
fleeing from this necessity." 

8The result of this dual aspect of human action is often the juxtaposition of remark- 
ably strong expressions for compulsion with expressions of human spontaneity and 
freedom, equally strong, without incompatibility. For example, in the Homeric des- 
cription of Clytemnestra's seduction by Aegisthus (Od. 3.269-272) we read: 

&XX' TrE 67 ' 
#.LW Aotpa OeWv erE6lvo^e bapjvat . . . 

T7fp 6'0Xwcov eCEXovaav a'vrjyaCyev O5v'e 3o,iov6e. 
In the same vein, Plato can say of the Athenians (Laws 642c): ,ubvot yap avev ava&yKcrs, 
avTrovtvws, Oelca iolpa, a76&Xr&s Kal oi5rt rXao-rSs eaiLv ayaOol. In the Agamemnon 
itself, the chorus can, without apparent contradiction, speak of Zeus as 7rava'rtos 
eravep,yerjs (1486) and fifteen lines later deny that Clytemnestra is avairLos (1505). 

So also Aegisthus admits responsibility (1604) for what he has called not too many lines 
previously the handiwork of the Erinyes (1580). Compare Eum. 199: the Erinyes claim 
that Apollo is 7ravalTros, yet they pursue Orestes. 
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Iphigeneia, the other Achaean leaders would do so.59 He urges that the 
only alternative mentioned is to become a XLro6vavs, which Agamemnon 
rejects "immediately" on the ground that it would not thus save his 
daughter. This curious embellishment, it need hardly be stated, has little, 
if any, substantiation in the text.60 Fraenkel, without going so far, still 
sees in XLrbovavs yeveoOat an unthinkable and unrealistic alternative: "such 
an action would be criminal for any member of the expedition, how much 
more for the commander."61 But how can it be criminal for the Atreidae, 
leaders of the expedition and "plaintiffs" (41) in the legal claim justifying 
(but not obliging) them in the war, to call it off at Aulis? Does Agamem- 
non face danger as a "deserter"?62 Again, nothing in the text suggests 
this. In a context where, if Fraenkel and Page were correct, we would 
reasonably expect such a consideration to be prominent, neither Agamem- 
non nor the chorus make anything of it.63 For Agamemnon to call the 
sacrificial murder flpts (217, if indeed that is what he is doing in this much 
vexed portion of the text), does not make it so, and must be considered 
at best hyperbole, at worst rationalization.64 

In evaluating Agamemnon's responsibility there has not been sufficient 
attention paid to the sharply drawn contrast between the pretext of the 
war (Helen) and its cost (Iphigeneia and the large number of Argive and 
Trojan casualties). Aeschylus' emphasis upon Iphigeneia's virginity 
(210, 215, 229, 245) sets her off from Helen, the roXvavwp yvvi (62), the 
"heart-tearing flower of desire" (5{tOQvov oP pwroS &vOo, 743). The light, 
delicate, untrammelled movement of Helen (407, 425, 690-692, 737-740) 
contrasts with the brutal constraints pressed upon Iphigeneia (235-237). 
Helen's seductive uaX\aK6v b6.uatprwv fXos (742) recalls its foil, Iphigeneia's 
piteous but unpersuasive glance at her murderers (a&r' b6u.&rwPv CXEL 
4LXOlKTr, 240),66 just as the sensual hangings of the older woman's 
bed-chamber (a3porrfvowv 7rpoKaXUvWatrwv, 690) ironically sharpen in retro- 
spect the pathos in the image of the young girl's KpOKWrT6 spilling in saffron 
folds to the ground at the sacrificial altar (239). As for the dispropor- 

69Page (above, note 2) xxvii. 
60Thomson (above, note 30) 2.22 adds a further consideration: even granting the 

possibility of Iphigeneia's sacrifice by the other commanders, why does Agamemnon 
choose to do it himself when he might, if others did the deed, escape blood guilt 
(.ulialvo ... rTarpCovs Xepas, 209 f.)? 

6lFraenkel (above, note 2) 2.122 f. 
62Like Achilles in Aeschylus' Myrmidons (?) (frag. 225 Mette). 
S6Aeschylus leaves nothing implied in dealing with a moral dilemma. Note how fully 

detailed the consideration of alternatives is in the case of Orestes (Cho. 269-305) and 
Pelasgus (Supp. 468-489). 

64One is reminded of a remark attributed to Democritus (192 DK): oart A^6Ltov iuev 
eOratvelv a /I1 XP? Kai 1lyTetV, &KaTrpov 8 ?rovi,pov WvOS i Oovs. 

6For another version of the young girl's innocent glance and its seductive counter- 
part, see fragments 420 and 421 (Mette) from the Toxotides. 
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tionate extent of the Atreid retaliation, the chorus returns to it relent- 
lessly. In their opening anapaests the magnitude of the expedition is 

emphasized (tXtlovanrrnv, 45; ueyav .. "Apr, 48), and in a startling jeu de 
mots the extent of the suffering is ironically compared with its object- 
7roXvavopos a&i iql yvvaLK6s 7roXXa 7racXataLuara Kal yvtof3api (62 f.), an idea 

repeated at 694 (7roX\vav8poL). Menelaus' dreamy, erotic grief over the loss 
of Helen is set sharply against the brooding anguish of the community 
for the Argive dead (408-436); their ashes, measured against the woman 

they fought to win back, rouse public indignation (445-451). The Argive 
elders actually accuse Agamemnon to his face of madness in recovering a 

"willing wanton" (Opaoos EKovaLov) at the cost of dying men (799-804),66 
while only for the king himself is the disproportion in his vengeance a 

point of pride (823 if.). The king's own death in the eyes of the chorus is 
the crowning achievement of Helen's mass-destructiveness (1455-1460): 

i' 7rapavovs 'EXeva, 
Mcla ras wroXX6s, Trs wravv 7roXXas 

t/vXas o'X\aa' v7ro TpotL 
vvv reXTav 7roXvva.arov ermlvOLaw 
BL' arlt i' VLirov. 

A young girl's innocent blood is shed to launch a war for an adulterous 
woman (225-227), involving a holocaust of victims and regicide. The war 
is thus a demonic perversion of society's extermination of the offender 

recognized as a public menace. The moral condemnation implied in all 
these contrasts far outweighs the cold comfort that its legal sanction is the 
law of hospitality.67 

In his decision to sacrifice Iphigeneia and pursue the war for Helen 

Agamemnon suffers no external coercion.68 As we have tried to demon- 
strate, his choice depends less upon Zeus or Artemis than upon the kind of 

66For a defence of the manuscript reading, Opaaos gEKOVOLOV, against Fraenkel's sus- 
picion and Page's absolute rejection, see Headlam-Thomson (above, note 30) 2.66. 

67The moral implications of the Trojan War in such terms as these are not a major 
concern of the Iliad, where its raison d'Stre is to provide an arena for heroic achievement 
rather than to attain a more specific pragmatic purpose like the return of Helen or the 
punishment of Paris. Still, something like the Aeschylean contrast between the alleged 
justification for the war and its toll in human lives and suffering is present in Hector's 
rebuke of Paris in Book 6, and in Achilles' complaint (9.321-341) that he suffers the 
bloody business of battle for other people's women (boapCv ?YvKa aoTeepawov). 

The most explicit condemnation of the Greek expedition against Troy appears, of 
course, in the Persian account of the origins of the antipathy between East and West 
reported by Herodotus (1.3-4). 

"sSee Albin Lesky, "Decision and Responsibility in the Tragedy of Aeschylus," 
JHS 86 (1966) 78-85. Lesky's conclusions and those of the present study are in the main 
similar, though the line of argument and the interpretation of Agamemnon's dilemma 
are different. 
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man he is, his iOos. A man's jOos is the abiding disposition or habitual 
texture of his mind and behaviour. In Greek tragedy it is usually a rela- 
tively uncomplicated matter: one or two basic and easily definable 
attitudes which motivate every significant decision a given character 
makes. In Aristotelian terms (useful here insofar as they originate in 
large measure from both a descriptive analysis of tragedy [the Poetics] 
and a discursive mode of examining the moral act closer to our own [the 
Nicomachean Ethics]), I0os is the "ground" of moral choice (7rpoaipels); 
in tragedy, Aristotle says, it reveals what course of action a man will 
take where this would not otherwise be clear in the situation itself.69 
Put in slightly different terms, decision or choice discloses the moral 
motivation of an action and the "Oos of the agent. Though in the Ethics 
Aristotle lays chief stress upon theformation of o80s, he is at one with his 
predecessors in treating it as fairly fixed; once known, the decisions and 
acts emanating from it are, if not automatic and predictable, at least 
expected. The constitutive elements of i0os are varied, but the early 
aristocratic emphasis upon heredity as an important (if not its prime) 
factor never quite disappears. In the Oresteia the idea of inherited iOos is 
a motif of major significance. 

The chorus presents the idea most explicitly in the second stasimon 
of the Agamemnon. The lion-cub (717-736), despite a rpoo'70 calculated 
to alter its natural character, ultimately displays its inherited disposition 
of savagery (XpovlaOeLs a7rkE6ELev 0Oos rTO rpos TOKEWv, 727 f.).71 Not much 
later, the chorus transfers the idea of inherited iOos from agents to actions 
(758-765): the unholy act proliferates (,rXeova TKTrEL) others exactly like 
itself (a4erfpt 6' EK&6ra yevvq); old hybris tends to breed (rTKTet) youthful 
(vearovaav) hybris, when the day of delivery (aos TOrKOv) arrives; black arrT 
comes into being, resembling its parents (eaouievas TOKeVatV). 

Like the lion in the parable, Agamemnon has inherited his father's 
predatory and teknophonous iWos, an {Oos incidentally which is quite 
consistent with the portrayal of Agamemnon in the literary tradition.72 
It is this joos that Artemis chiefly hates; it is this 0Oos that is the source 

69Poet. 1450b 8: fErtv 8e teOos ie Lv TOl TOVTOV o 6o VXotr ri)v rpoaLpeatv, 6orola rts 
Cv ols OVK cirt 671Xov 7 7rpoatpeTrat X e^yefLt. Compare Poet. 1454a 17, Rhet. 1395b 
13, 1417a 16, and NE 1139a 23. 

70The emphasis upon rpo4r4 in opposition to i0os is unmistakable: eOpe4be (717), 
veorpo6ov (724), Tpo5ef?vov (729), rpooeOp&erf (736). 

7Compare especially Pindar, 01. 9.100: r6 6i frva KpaTrTaov &arav; O1. 11.19 f.: 
To 'yap i0lAvUs oir' aOowv aXwcri7 oTr' piftpoi.ot XovTrS 6t&aXX~atvaro ijos; 
01. 13.13: a,iaXov i6 Kpvar/a TO vyyev~s 80Oos; Pyth. 8.44 f.: ova r6 yePvalov irptTrpcTre 
K rTarCepv raataL Xij.ta; Pyth. 10.12: TO 6b aUvyyEVE's fAi0KE lYV Lxvuevfv 7rarp6s. 

72In the Iliad, Agamemnon's aristeia (11.15-283) is unmatched in its savagery and 
brutality: his shield bears the dreadful face of the Gorgon (36); in killing his opponents 
he is compared to a lion crunching in his teeth the vy1rta TEKVa of a deer (101-119); 
again compared to a lion, he slaughters the suppliant sons of Antimachus (122-142, 
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of all three acts symbolized by the portent of the eagles.73 The situation 
at Aulis is contrived by the goddess for the disclosure of that 3Oos which 
will issue in indiscriminate killing at Troy, and which has already led to 
the murder of Thyestes' children. In so disclosing the 8Oos of Agamemnon, 
the scene serves a dramatic function similar to his walking over the 
purple tapestries (944 ff.), which in its relative freedom from external 
coercion confirms our suspicions about a different but closely related side 
of Agamemnon's ti0os, his overweening thirst for f^Xos-the heroic prestige 
that makes one the object of emulation and jealousy.74 At Aulis Agamem- 
non experiences the existential limitations not only of the particular 
principle of justice involved in vengeance for violations of hospitality, 
but of the outmoded quest for heroic -'iXos. His free decision to sacrifice 
Iphigeneia is a dramatic refusal to honour those limitations, and by it he 
incurs a punishment more ineluctable than that which he himself inflicts 
upon Paris. And while a later romantic view of tragic heroism may exalt a 
self-destructive disdain for the contingencies of human existence, Aeschy- 
lean drama is, to use William Lynch's description of true tragedy, "a 
sober calculation of the relation of human energy to existence."75 Aga- 
memnon's decision cannot be viewed as anything other than what the 
chorus calls it--rapaKoraa, a madness which cannot adjust personal desire 
and legal claim to the demands of a larger reality, and dares all in the face 
of doom (r6 oravroTo6Xuov kpovelv). If Agamemnon is victimized, it is by his 
own iOos; the scene at Aulis is Heraclitus' n0os avOpcorw aaticwv dramatized. 

The various arguments used to exonerate Agamemnon of guilt seem, 

recalling by contrast the mercy of Menelaus in 6.51 ff., which occasioned the expression 
of Agamemnon's blood-thirstiness); a third time he is compared to a lion, now as it 
slaughters a cow and laps the blood and guts (172-176; cf. Ag. 827 f., ci0lar)TT)s X\?v 6a8r7 
E`XELiev at/Laros). 

In the tradition, child-killing seems to be an abiding characteristic of the house of 
Atreus. In Eurip. IA (1151 f.) we are told that Agamemnon murdered Clytemnestra's 
infant child by her former husband, Tantalus. 

73It is not unreasonable to suppose that Plato may have had the Agamemnon in mind 
when, in Er's account near the end of the Republic, among the examples of souls whose 
choice of a life-pattern is largely determined by the character (uavv10eLa) of their former 
existence, Agamemnon is represented choosing the life of an eagle (620B). 

74Lloyd-Jones (above, note 2) 196 f. accepts Hermann Gundert's thesis (in ecowpia: 
Festschriftfiir W. H. Schuchhardt [Baden-Baden 1960] 69 f.) that Agamemnon, against 
his better judgment, walks the purple because Zeus has taken away his wits (just as at 
Aulis). But why must Zeus drive Agamemnon mad to make him walk the purple? If, 
as Lloyd-Jones maintains, Zeus has already determined to ruin Agamemnon for the 
crime of Atreus, if he is to perish whether he walks the purple or not, what does the 
action add to the economy of the drama? Nothing, of course, unless it is, like the crisis 
at Aulis, a means of disclosing 7{os-the springs of his 7rpoalpecTs. It does not bring him 
any closer to his death; it rather serves to elucidate more fully the relation between his 
guilt and his punishment. 

76William F. Lynch, S. J., Christ and Apollo (New York 1960) 75. 
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at least in part, attempts to salvage the tragic integrity of the Agamem- 
non. A morally irresponsible hero, it is assumed, does not engage our 
sympathy. But we must be on our guard not to confuse dramatic 
sympathy with moral approval.76 Even Aristotle, whose tragic pity (EXEos) 
implies a moral judgment, uses the expression Tr6 FLXavOpworov in situations 
where it seems to mean a sympathy for human suffering which undercuts 
moral considerations.77 There is no question but that Aeschylus elicits 
profound sympathy for the death of Agamemnon. But we may still insist 
on his guilt without implying that he arouses our loathing. More impor- 
tant, however, is the fact that Agamemnon is not strictly speaking the hero 
of the trilogy, nor is the Agamemnon itself a complete answer to the 
questions which are raised in it about crime and punishment. Although 
in many ways the last two plays of the trilogy lack the artistic polish and 
dramatic power of the Agamemnon, it is clear both from the title of the 
trilogy78 and from the dramatic concerns of the final play that Orestes is 
its central figure. 

In the Choephoroi, Aeschylus presents Orestes as a moral agent in such 
a way that a comparison between his 8Oos and that of his parents emerges, 
and with it the conviction of his innocence and their guilt in other than 
purely juridical terms. The question at issue in such a comparison is 
not the relative guilt attached to child-killing, husband-killing, and 
parent-killing-as the Erinyes and Apollo seem to imply. This is the 
discursive content of the final play, and its resolution strikes many readers 
as somewhat arbitrary. The deeper question, raised by the intervention of 
Zeus in Orestes' case, concerns purity of intent or, if you will, moral 
sensitivity in the face of the existential limitations of purely legal claims 
and duties. The purity of intent and moral sensitivity with which Orestes 
executes his legal claim is a new and creative event in the trilogy, for it 
breaks through the apparently invariable cycle of inherited iOos. Aegisthus 
had appeared as his father in miniature: an adulterer in pursuit of power. 
Clytemnestra was her sister's double: destructive, adulterous allurement. 
Agamemnon, like his father Atreus, did not hesitate to take young 
lives to achieve other ends. The chorus in the first play, aware of this 
seemingly unvarying sequence of criminal tendencies, derived a law from 
it: the fable of the lion cub and its moral-"sinful deeds proliferate (like 
plants and animals) after their own kind." But Orestes as it turns out 
breaks the pattern and earns, where his father had not, the protective 
intervention of Zeus. 

This is not the place for a detailed study of the 6oos of Orestes. But a 

76Cf. Schlesinger (above, note 1) 27. 
77Poet. 1453a 2, 1456a 21. Cf. 4LXapOpworia, Rhet. 1390a 20. 
78That the trilogy was commonly called the Oresteia seems fairly certain from the 

scholion to Aristoph. Frogs 1124 and the didaskaliae preserved by Aristotle (frag. 575, 
1572b 21). Cf. A. E. Haigh, Tragic Drama of the Greeks (Oxford 1896) 114, note 4. 
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brief examination of the dramatic comparison between him and his 

parents will be helpful for the light it throws on Agamemnon's guilt as 
well as on the concept of inherited 0Oos in the trilogy. Orestes has, to be 
sure, inherited the i8o of his parents to some degree: he is at once the 
nestling of the eagle, Agamemnon (Cho. 247), and the offspring of the 
viper, Clytemnestra (Cho. 540). He is a lion (Cho. 938) like his parents 
and his aunt Helen. He is, like his father, an Atreid (Cho. 407) and a man 
in the grips of a moral dilemma; he is also like his mother, an avenger, 
a contriver of guile, a murderer. But there the comparisons end. Orestes' 
reaction to the unlovely command of the god contrasts sharply with 
Agamemnon's decision, though superficially they appear alike.79 His 
meticulous and agonizing struggle to justify his act and his final hesitancy 
show a moral delicacy not evident in Agamemnon's abrupt decision and 
brutal execution. In contrast to Agamemnon's tenuous rationalization 
(OetLs KrX, 214-217), Orestes insists that his strongest incentive was the 
god's assurance that he would be free of guilt (cKTro airtlas KaK7s eyvat, 
1030 f.). While Agamemnon did not stop to question Calchas' interpreta- 
tion (LA&vrLv orTnva t4eywco, Ag. 186), Orestes indicates that, were it not for 

legitimate personal motives (the recovery of his patrimony, the rescue 
of Argos from tyranny), the Xpraoiw even of Apollo himself might be 
repudiated (297-304), even though the alternative to compliance with 
the oracle is more horrible than any which suggests itself in Agamemnon's 
case: disease, madness, exile, utter isolation. In this context, even the 
imagery supports the contrast: Agamemnon puts on ({6v) the constricting 
harness of compulsion, while Orestes is the young colt yoked (the passive 
voice is used) to pain's chariot (7rwXov ev'v v dYVy 

' 
Tv apg.aoLv 7r77tarCv, 

Cho. 794-796). Furthermore, Orestes' act is no heroic quest for ~rXos, the 
strong motive behind Agamemnon's behaviour, especially in the scene 
where Clytemnestra induces him to walk the purple; b 6'a4ovrro6s y'oVK 

rtirLXos ir'Xet (939), she tells him, and he yields immediately. By contrast, 
Orestes sees a singular absence of S'OXos in his victory (1016 f.): 

a\Xyw iuEv epya Kal iraOos yevos re rayv, 
d7rlXa PlK77S Tral X6' XWCv /uCT/.cara. 

Orestes exhibits even less kinship with his Tyndarid ancestry. Clytem- 
nestra's thirst for power80 is absent in her son. There is in Orestes' case 

79Both choose the good of the -r6X&s (or, in Agamemnon's case, the ~vuALAaXla) as 
against the good of the family, though it should be hastily added that Agamemnon's 
action tragically depletes the community; both recognize that their deed is a /uiaaua 
Ag. 209, Cho. 1017); both articulate their sense of mental a1urlXavLa (Ag. 211: ri T)v5' 
avev KaKCJv; Cho. 407-409: teoO' 'ATrpEtAa ra Xo'Lr' a&urlXavws eXovra.... 7ra TLS 
Tp7rTOLT &V, Zec;). 

80On the importance of kratos to an understanding of Clytemnestra's character, see 
R. P. Winnington-Ingram, "Clytemnestra and the Vote of Athena," 7HS 68 (1948) 
130-147. 
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no adultery81 complicating the murder-plot and its motivation, and no 
gloating over his dead victim. There is that moment of hesitancy to 
underline the deed's repugnance in his eyes and its discrepancy with 
his i0os, compared to Clytemnestra's triple stroke and the demonic pleasure 
she admits to have taken in being spattered by her husband's blood. 
There is unqualified justice in his murder of the other victim, Aegisthus, 
as usurper and adulterer (Cho. 990),82 while the murder of Cassandra by 
Clytemnestra (as that of Iphigeneia and Troy's young non-combatants 
by Agamemnon, and of Thyestes' children by Atreus) was the unjustified 
slaughter of the innocent. Finally, though he employs guile to enter the 
house, he does not kill from ambush, as Clytemnestra and Aegisthus had 
done.83 

How, in dramatic terms, does the poet account for such divergence 
from the Atreid and Tyndarid iOr7? It would seem that the Aeschylean 
emphasis upon Orestes' (and to some extent Electra's) alien rpoqr4 and 
fatherless exile serves precisely this purpose. Strophius played the part of 
father (TrpqEL, Ag. 880) for him during the ten-year war at Troy, and 
before that Cilissa nursed him in Clytemnestra's stead. Cilissa's long 
speech in the Choephoroi, with its stress on the rpo4W-idea (cEOEpeca, 750; 
Tpid)Lv .. . rp6ovu,84 754; rpo'e's, 760; cf. also rpoO6v, 731), and its pro- 
found expression of grief over the supposed death of her young charge, 
dramatically explains the weakening of the Tyndarid strain in Orestes,85 

8lElectra, in this as in other respects, shares Orestes' divergence from his parents; 
cf. Cho. 140 f. She is like him an outcast (132 ff.). Her hesitancy before the prospect of 
vengeance is like his (122). Their respective prayers to Hermes are strikingly similar 
(compare 1 ff. with 124 ff.), and their hair and footprints identical. 

82Cf. Dem. In Arist. 53. 
"8This is no inconsiderable distinction, as we learn later from the trial (Eum. 460 f., 

627-629). Cf. P. B. R. Forbes, "Law and Politics in the Oresteia," CR 62 (1948) 100: "In 
homicide . . . the kinsman's primitive undiscriminating discretion to kill even the least 
culpable killer is restricted. The first distinction, e.g. in Israel and in England, is against 
killing from ambush, 'forestealing': and so it seems to have been in Attica, if we may 
judge by the legal thought inherited by Aeschylus, whose Clytemnestra stands con- 
demned not only on the old criminal count of treason, but also, in the progress of law 
represented by Apollo, for a killing not open but by deceit." 

84Thompson's correction of rpo6rcw. 
85The attitude toward 'jOos-rpocrj here seems to parallel the implication in Soph. Ajax 

that inherited '0os must be fostered and strengthened by a similar rpoc7'. Ajax claims 
that his infant son's fearlessness before fresh slaughter proves his paternity, but that 
he must still be raised in his father's ways if he is to achieve the same 4uba&s (545-549): 

rapO2aeL y ap oo 
veoacapy- irov rovbe 7rpoaXEb?acopv 0bvoP, 
eiarep 6LKa,ws ear' 'EIO b Ta 7rarp6Gev. 
aXX' avrcLK' c,goiTs avTrv pv vb6uots 7rarpos 
6el 7rwXoXoaLvelv Kalo/AoLovLaOacL va'Lv. 

Compare Plato Rep. 8, in which the decline of characters paralleling the decline in their 
corresponding political forms is a matter of &yaOr) 4'oaLs weakened by KaKal 6ouLXiat. 
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and discloses the hollowness of Clytemnestra's e'yco o' OWpeCa (Cho. 908) as 
a plea for mercy from her son. 

In the final analysis, the unexpected newness represented by Orestes' 
moral sensitivity in spite of his Atreid and Tyndarid heredity happily 
disproved the apparent inevitability of'the lion-cub parable and its law 
of the endless proliferation of evil. An alien rpokj~ does in fact weaken 
Orestes' 6Oos rb 7rpbs TOK'WV; his actions do not turn out to be "like theirs 
in kind." A father whose i0os recalls the Aeschylean Xerxes86 produces a 
son with the moral sensitivity of king Pelasgus in the Suppliants. 

The 7rpcorapxos a&rr of the trilogy is not an external force, but Atreid 
'0os, predacious, teknophonous, aquiline, hateful to the Brauronian 
goddess whose special concern is its young and innocent victims. The son, 
Agamemnon, who is punished for his father's crime is himself guilty. 
The curse on the house of Atreus does not strike Agamemnon from 
without; it operates in and through 7Oos,87 inherited by son from father, 
giving events a predictable afterlife, and issuing in identical decisions. 
n0os avOpo7Trw baucovW. The Erinyes that plague the house are truly avbyyovot 
(Ag. 1190), "inbred," and the dividing line between them and the human 
agents is indistinguishable. But the curse is cancelled when the Atreid 
i00os disappears, as it does in Orestes, who turns out to be not so much the 
nestling of the eagle as the hunted hare of Eum. 326, earning the protec- 
tion of Zeus, who, as the now more benign successor of two violent and 
arbitrary warlords of Olympus (Ag. 168-172), is himself an example of 
altered o80s. 

APPENDIX: MENELAUS AND THE Proteus 

How concerned Aeschylus was to maintain the thematic continuity of a 

trilogy in its accompanying satyr-play is not, in the present state of our 
86Aeschylus' treatment of Agamemnon suggests the oriental. The walking of the purple 

tapestries comes immediately to mind, especially Agamemnon's weak protest at 919. 
In addition, the king's extravagant beacon-relay must by its length have reminded an 
Athenian of Mardonius' trans-Aegean beacon-relay, which was to have signalled the 
capture of Athens to Xerxes in Sardis (Herodotus 9.3); note the presence of a Persian 
word, a&yyapov (232), early in the beacon-speech. 

87Lloyd-Jones (above, note 2) 199 believes that Agamemnon was externally compelled 
to do what he did at Aulis, and that his punishment is nothing but the working out of the 
curse on Atreus by Zeus. This makes illusory puppetry of all the complexity of human 
action in the play, and turns Zeus' intervention in Orestes' case into something purely 
arbitrary. He sees the curse here as an external, determining force which apparently 
overrides the personal decisions of the human agents, and claims that the same pre- 
determination obtains in Aeschylus' Theban trilogy. For a less literal reading of the 
Septem, see Anthony J. Podlecki, "The Character of Eteocles in Aeschylus' Septem," 
TAPA 95 (1964) 283-299, where the author sensibly sees the curse as operating in and 
through, rather than external to, the character of Eteocles. 
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knowledge, the kind of question that will lead to any but the most 
tenuous conclusions.88 But there are certain considerations which at least 
make us suspect that Aeschylus, in composing the passage on the eagles 
and the hare in the Agamemnon, was anticipating the Proteus, in which 
Menelaus-the other eagle of the omen-survives. The survival of 
Menelaus, an unalterable datum of the poetic tradition, would have 
presented a touchy artistic problem, if the dramatist were concerned to 
make the Proteus a burlesque projection of the same issues raised in the 
foregoing tragedies. For if Menelaus is the other eagle of the omen, and if 
he displays the predatory Atreid 0Oos hateful to Artemis, how is he made 
to escape punishment? Without the Proteus, it would be presumptuous 
to say. But it is noteworthy that Aeschylus goes out of his way in the 
Agamemnon to emphasize the temperamental difference between the two 
Atreidae, and thus to prepare his audience for Menelaus in the satyr- 
play as the comic analogue of the tragic Orestes in his divergence from 
Atreid i0os. The eagle which symbolizes Menelaus in the portent is k6irtv 

apyas (115), commonly called 7rvyapyos and characterized as, if not 
cowardly, at least less ferocious in comparison with the eXXavairos or 
Xayoo6vos (KEXaLvws Ag. 115).89 Calchas understands the difference in the 
birds as the difference in the temperaments of the two Atreidae (X7vLaal 
aLaoovos 122). I would submit that this emphasis upon the difference 
between the vain, vicious Agamemnon and the gentler, less warlike, more 
humane Menelaus, so well documented in the literary tradition,9? is 

88It will be obvious to readers of the Proteus episode in Odyssey 4 what ample oppor- 
tunities for humour were present to Aeschylus: a chorus of malodorous seals or of Mene- 
laus' men disguised as seals, the ambush of Proteus, the chance for an unrestrained dis- 
cussion (if not representation) of the roXvvwop yvvr and of her renewed relationship 
with the uxorious Menelaus. One is further tempted to wonder whether and how far 
Aeschylus may have exploited the broad parallels that exist between his own conception 
of Agamemnon's situation at Aulis and the situation of Menelaus at Pharos as narrated 
in the Odyssey: (a) adverse winds preventing a sea voyage and forcing men to wander 
about in hunger; (b) the intervention of a goddess (the one hostile, the other friendly); 
(c) an oracular disclosure of 6eta and Kara&,uo/ca (in Menelaus' case, the assurance of his 
safe return and ultimate transfer to Elysium, and the news of Agamemnon's murder); 
(d) sacrifice to gain favourable winds. 

89EM s.v. rvyapyos (= Soph. frag. 1085 P): etbos adErov- 2o000KX7?S-' Eir roV EcXoD, 
a7dr TrsS XEvK7js 7rvyfis, iXnrep evavrlp s cEXa/itrvyos ri ' rov lavpov. Cf. also [Aristotle] 
HA 9.32.1, and Fraenkel's excellent note (above, note 2) 2.67-70. 

I?See Headlam-Thompson (above, note 30) ad 115 for sources. Late in the tradition 
the character of Menelaus, like that of Odysseus, suffers denigration to such an extreme 
that Aristotle is prompted to cite his representation in Euripides' Orestes as a 7rapa6et'yua 
7rovrfpias i0ovs t.7t avayKalov (Poet. 1454a 28). In Homer, he is a peace-loving man 
(I. 13.636-639, Od. 4 passim), concerned over the sufferings of both Argives and Trojans 
(I1. 3.95-102), fighting for the pragmatic purpose of the war, the return of Helen and 
his property. The contrast between the brutal aristeia of Agamemnon (see note 72, 
above) and Menelaus' aristeia (I. 17) reveals the corresponding contrast in their char- 
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intended in some measure to justify Menelaus' exemption from the 
punishment meted out to his brother. 

STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK, BUFFALO 

acters. Menelaus guards the body of Patroclus "as over her first-born calf a mother 
cow stands lowing, who has known no young before this" (17.4-6, contrast 
Agamemnon's remark at 6.57-60). To be sure, his attack, like his brother's, is 
compared to that of a lion crunching the back of a cow and licking its blood and entrails 
(17.63 f. = 11.175 f.), but it is significant that in Menelaus' case the killing in question 
only comes after the victim (Euphorbus) has refused to heed Menelaus when he warns 
his young challenger not to meet him in battle; in Agamemnon's case the simile refers to 
the wholesale slaughter of fleeing men. Twice again in Book 17 Menelaus is compared to 
a lion (109-112, 657-664), but one that grudgingly retreats, harried by overwhelming 
odds. Here, as in other similes used of him-the persistent mosquito (570-572) and the 
sharp-eyed eagle (attacking and killing a hare! 674-678)-the point of departure is his 
sorrow over the fate of Patroclus and his plodding determination to rescue the body 
against overwhelming odds. 
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